Safeclean HD November 2007

Degreasing agent.

DESCRIPTION
Safeclean HD is a degreasing agent that will
clean a substrate from normal grease, oil,
diesel, dirt from smoke etc.
ADVANTAGES
Safeclean HD is an environmental friendly
product that will be broken down in the
nature. It is easy to use.
SPECIFICATIONS
Gravity weight

CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS
1. Either pour the diluted Safeclean HD in a
low-pressure spray equipment or pour it
straight on the surface to be cleaned.
2. Let the solution work for 5 minutes. If it
dries in spots pour on more.
3. Give it a light scrub with a soft brush
4. Use a high-pressure washer to rinse off
the solution.
5. If there is spots that are not clean after
this operation, you should increase the
concentration of Safeclean HD and repeat
the procedure.

1,06

Boiling point

1000C

PH

11,5

Solubility in water

100%

Viscosity

26 cP

DILUTIONS
Normal dilution is:
1 part Safeclean HD : 20 parts of clean water.
NB!! On coatings, paint, glass etc. a
concentration stronger than 1:20 can
cause discoloration.

PACKING
The Safeclean HD is supplied in plastic
containers of 25 l and 5 l.
STORAGE
The Safeclean HD shall be stored frost free.
The shelf life is minimum 1 year if kept in the
container with the lid tightly closed.
HEALTH AND SAFETY
Please see our health and safety datasheet.
TECHNICAL SERVICE
Please contact Fjerby for further information.

TEMPERATURE LIMITATIONS
All work has to be done above 00C. At low
temperatures the effect to clean is poorer.
Best results are achieved at 200C and above.

All the data and suggestions in this datasheet are based on tests and experiences. As the users working
conditions is out of our control, we cannot take the responsibility for the results that the user obtains
by using the product.

